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Environmental Paganism and Environmental Conflict

The darkness on the high-desert night retreated immediately into the shadows as the FBI’s flares launched skyward. The light signaled thirty heavily armed agents to descend on the three ecological saboteurs—and one FBI infiltrator—huddled below the giant electrical towers. Two of the saboteurs were quickly seized. The third disappeared into the shadows. Running with the wild abandon of all prey, she paused to catch her breath, she began to feel herself mysteriously descend into Earth, sensing it merging with her, surrounding her, protecting her. She had become invisible—ghostlike. When the helicopters passed overhead, she hunched a tree or pressed herself into the ground, invisible. She had become like the ring-tail cat, her totem animal. “The ringtail consciousness was in me that night,” she recalls. “I ran through cactus gardens without getting stuck. I could feel the ringtail, like it was a part of me, encircling me. I felt its presence.” Secure in this sacred mind-space they could never find her. Several hours later, still imperceptible, she slipped past her pursuers guarding a road on the edge of town. Back in the mundane world the next day, Peg Millert was seized and arrested at work—but she was not surprised, separated as she was from Earth’s protective intention by the impermeable concrete of the building’s foundation.1

Mark Davis had been quickly apprehended that night. He was soon charged with several different acts of “ecocide” in a term meaning sabotage, defining ecosystems, also known as “monkey wrenching” in movement
covering diverse acts of veneration and reification in response to human pollution, illuminating hopes for the eventual rereification of people and nature, and describing the often hostile responses encountered by pagans—environmentalists from those motivated by competing perceptions of sacred space. The study demonstrates that, contemporary environmental conflicts are intertwined with disputes about the nature of sacred space and disagreements about the resulting human obligations.

Environmental paganism is an umbrella term for diverse spiritualities that, when combined with ecological understandings, lead to environmental activism. The spiritual tributaries contributing to environmental paganism include those traditionally labeled pantheism or animism (including shamanistic beliefs and experiences of interspecies communication) and the holistic religions of the Far East, which tend to view the world as metaphysically interconnected and sacred.

Most of those involved with the "deep ecology" and "radical environmental" movements can be called pagans environmentalists; they generally use these referents interchangeably, whether they find their primary spiritual home in Native American spirituality, neopaganism, Taoism, Buddhism, or some other nature-based spirituality. All such traditions are believed to express deep ecological sentiments.

The experiences of Miller, Davis, and Bari show that the spiritual perceptions and radical tactics of Earth First! activists provoke those who do not share their spiritual presuppositions. Pantheistic and animistic spiritual perceptions animate the moral passions of many environmental activists in North America. Later we will scrutinize one excellent example of how mainstream religions in America react to the actions of environmental pagans, when we examine the case of the battle over the Mount Graham International Observatory in southeastern Arizona. This case illustrates the complex character of disputes over sacred spaces, especially when disputes about the nature of American sacred space collide in battles over who controls the land.

But first, without belaboring a point well made elsewhere, it is important to the present interpretive task to remember that American religious nationalism holds a dominant conception of American sacred space as expressing a vision of America as a utopian space, which provides both a model for and a means to achieve God's purposes on earth. Such a worldview is naturally hostile to any competing worldview that either denies the premise that America constitutes sacred space or locates America's sacredity in the landscape itself rather than in the U.S. nation-state.
Muir was more than a popularizer of Transcendentalism. As his pan-theism deepened through a variety of wilderness epiphanies, he articulated deep ecological sentiments long before the term was coined. Many of his perceptions, and much of his rhetoric, set the tone and pattern for the militant wilderness conservation movement in subsequent decades.

When speaking of wilderness, Muir often called his favorite wilderness places sacred, and referred to extractive enterprises as desecrations. He spoke of the Sierra Nevada as "mountains Holy as Sinai," and often analogized wilderness as the ultimate sacred place—the Garden of Eden:

The very first forest reserve that I ever heard of, . . . was located in the garden of Eden and included only one tree. The Lord himself laid out the boundaries of it, but even that reserve was attacked and broken in upon. The attacks then of sleepers and lumbermen, ungenerate sons of Adam, on the Yosemite National Park are in the natural course of things.19

Muir often referred to specific wilderness places, mountains, groves, rivers as "cathedrals" or "temples," likening humans threatening them to agents of the devil. In response to a threatened dam on the Tuolumne River at Hetch Hetchy Valley, a righteous Muir rallied against the "mischievous makers and robbers of every degree from Satan to Senators."20 "Dam Hetch Hetchy," he wailed, "As well dam for water-tanks the people's cathedrals and churches, for no holier temple has ever been consecrated by the heart of man."21

For Muir, wilderness was a sacred environment where epiphanies could occur. Upon seeing a rare orchid, Calypso bulbosa, the young Muir wrote, "I never before saw a plant so full of life, so perfectly spiritual. It seemed pure enough for the throne of the Creator. I felt as if I were in the presence of superior beings who loved me and beckoned me to come. I sat down beside them and wept for joy."22 Using today's terminology, this experience reveals Muir's biocentrism. After this epiphany, Muir "no longer defined the world in human terms. All species, no matter how outwardly useless, had their own purposes."23

Unitary consciousm (regarding the connectedness of all life) was the other central meaning Muir gained from his wilderness epiphanies. From Yosemite's Cathedral Peak Muir felt "earth and sky [draw] together as one [making one feel] part of wild nature, kin to every . . . the Cathedral itself [a] temple displaying Nature's best masonry and sermons in stone."24 Sacred wilderness promotes spiritual perception, "in our
best times everything turns into religion, all the world seems a church and the mountains altars.\textsuperscript{152}

Michael Cohen writes that in another case, Muir so cherished Yosemite's Shadow Lake that, fearing its destruction by sheep, he kept it secret, hoarding its beauty as Indians before him had saved its sacred hunting grounds for times of hunger... Muir knew he could protect this sacred place [only] by keeping his silence. [But after an absence] he returned... to find his worst fears realized. [He wrote]: “all the gardens and meadow were destroyed by a horde of hoofed beasts, as if swept by a fire. The money-changers were in the temple.”\textsuperscript{153}

Muir viewed both humans and the creatures they tame as the primary agents desecrating paradise: “The beauty of the likes falls on angels and men, bears and squirrels, wolves and sheep, bird and bee, but as far as I have seen, man alone, and the animals he tames, destroy these gardens.”\textsuperscript{154}

But for Muir, domestic animals were not simply agents of despoliation, they were themselves desecrated. Humans had bred into oblivion their sacred, natural wildness. Muir glorified when describing noble, sacred, wild mountain sheep. But tamed animals were not the only creatures defiled through domestication—humans were too—by their own civilization. “The gross heathenism of civilization has generally destroyed nature, and poetry, and all that is spiritual,” including a proper humility.\textsuperscript{155}

The defiling influence of civilization, which improperly inflates human self-regard, needed to be purged from the body by “a good hard trip.”\textsuperscript{156} Indeed, “A little pure wildness is the one great present want, both of men and sheep.”\textsuperscript{157} As Max Eichholzhaeuer portrays Muir’s thesis in “Wild Wool,” “both human beings and sheep would be improved by an infusion of wildness.”\textsuperscript{158}

These ideas, that humans and their animals become degenerate when alienated from their wild natures, today permeate the sentiments of many ecological radicals. Following Muir, today’s ecological radicals interpret Thorstein Veblen’s “in wildness is the preservation of the world” to mean that animals, including humans, are only authentic, only sacred, when undomesticated, living life wildly and spontaneously in harmony with, and when necessary in defense of, the natural world.\textsuperscript{159}

Animism was embedded in Muir’s pantheism—sacred voices were discerned in entities most Westerners do not believe can communicate. In 1871 Muir sent a note to the famous Transcendentalist Emerson, who was visiting Yosemite valley, in Muir’s opinion, too briefly to hear its sacred voices:

> Do not drift away with the mob while the spirits of these rocks and waters hail you after long waiting as their kinsmen and persuade you to closer communion... I invite you to join me in a month’s worship with Nature in the high temples of the great Sierra Crown beyond our holy Yosemite. It will cost you nothing save the time and very little of that for you will be mostly in eternity... In the name of a hundred cascades that barbarous visitors never set... in the name of all the spirit creatures of these rocks and of this whole spiritual atmosphere. Do not leave us now.\textsuperscript{160}

On the occasion of an 1879 ascent in Alaska, Muir sensed all the entities surrounding him sharing his joy: “the plant people... rejoicing with me, the little ones as well as the trees, [as well as] every feature of the peak... seemed to know... the depth of my joy, as if they could read faces.”\textsuperscript{161}

Given Muir’s animistic and pantheistic wildness epiphanies, his primary missionary strategy was to get people to listen to earth’s sacred voices: "Few are altogether deaf to the preaching of pine-trees. Their sermons on the mountains go to our hearts; and if people in general could be got into the woods, even for once, to hear the trees speak for themselves, all difficulties in the way of forest preservation would vanish.”\textsuperscript{162}

Here is the fundamental epistemological premise of the radical environmental movement, then and now. If people will only still themselves and listen to earth’s sacred voices, they and the earth itself will be healed. This hope produced the tradition of Sierra Club outings, which attempted to bring people into proximity with such sacred voices, thereby enabling the development of proper earth ethics.\textsuperscript{163}

Similar strategies underlie virtually all of this century’s preservationist missions. From the 1900s on, for example, the dissemination of landscape photographs of undefiled places, free from human artifact but slated for despoliation, has been a central preservationist tactic.\textsuperscript{164} Within Earth First, the arts, including photography and other visual arts, poetry, prose, music, and theater (both guerilla street theater and a host of currently evolving ritual practices) are used to evoke and deepen the human sense of the sacredness of the earth and one’s embodiment in it. Such arts, however, are believed at best to remind us of primary perceptions that ultimately derive only from direct experience in wild nature.\textsuperscript{165}

In Muir’s writings, a central irony emerges, while spiritual growth requires exposure to wilderness, civilized humans are not worthy of it. Their inability to perceive its sacrality leads them to destroy it. Toward the end
of his life, Muir told an interviewer, "You say that what I write may bring
this beauty to the hearts of those who do not go out to see it. They have no
right to it." This sentiment, that only the community of wilderness pur-
"pursuits are worthy of the wilderness, has been common throughout the past
century. As Linda Gruber notes in her study of Muir's legacy in the moun-
taineering subcultures of the West, wilderness "purists resist the out-
side's presence in sacred space because his inferior 'mode of perception'
and "inability to cope with distance and elevation" leads them to "desac-
crate wilderness."44 And this sentiment is often tied to a belief that puri-
fication is needed before approaching natural places, which may include
strenuous effort or physical danger.45

For Muir, as for modern-day preservationists, dangerous excursions had
a spiritual goal.46 Mountaineering, for example, facilitated mystical unit-
tary experiences, providing a Zen-like loss of self and experience of action-
less action—motion without an individual actor involved.47 Several times
while climbing, Muir felt that neither he nor the mountain was moving,
"but something beyond them" both.48

Fellow Travelers within the Preservation Movement

An essentially pagan spirituality motivated John Muir. The pantheistic
experiences he described were in fact the central experience inspiring most
preservationists prior to the 1960s (such as Bob Marshall, David Brower,
Charles Lindberg, Alexander Skutch, Joseph Wood Krutch and Ansel
Adams). Stephen Fox explains, however, that to express such ideas and
"question the implications of Christianity, in an overtly Christian society,
only complicated their efforts" so they, like Muir, tended to keep such
sentiments to themselves.49 Despite such reticence, one can find the above
mentioned preservationists expressing interest in and affinity with Greek
wood gods (Pan), Asian religions (especially Buddhism and Taoism), Na-
tive American spiritualities, and Spiritualism.50 Even Aldo Leopold, who
as a scientist was especially relevant to sound mystical in his ecological
writings, was deeply influenced by the Russian mystic Peter Ouspensky,
who had thoroughly rejected Western dualism in his efforts to merge sci-
cence and Eastern mysticism.51

The social and spiritual ferment of the 1960s brought greater tolerance
for non-Western spiritualities. Meanwhile preservationist critiques of the
negative environmental consequences of Western religion and science be-
gan to be more pointedly made, often with pagan or Eastern spiritualities
offered as nature-beneficient alternatives. By the early 1970s the religious

component of environmental controversies escalated in importance, with
Christians countering-tackling preservationist heresies.52

Although pagan spiritual sentiments animated John Muir and many
preservationists prior to the 1960s, two writers signaled the emergence of
a new and more militant form of pagan environmentalism, articulating a
vision of communities engaged in direct-action resistance to the escalate-
ing destruction of wilderness places they considered sacred. They share
many of Muir's spiritual sentiments and like him, their own contributions
and rhetoric are often reflected within today's pagan environmental move-
ment. Indeed, Edward Abbey and Gary Snyder are the two figures most
likely to have set the stage for the emergence of Earth First's militant
form of environmental paganism at the waning edge of the 1970s.

Desert Solitaire and The Monkeywrench Gang

Edward Abbey (1928-1989) was a Western writer who had periodically
worked for the National Park and Forest Service, studied anarchist phi-
losophy, taught writing for a Southwestern university, and whose nature
writings, novels, and caustic essays reflected and captured the love many
Westerners feel for their landscapes and their rage about its ongoing de-
struction. His writings are often credited with precipitating the radical
environmental movement known as Earth First! More accurately, Abbey
wrote about a wave of illegal direct action against development schemes
that began in the 1970s, and then fueled such ecological resistance by writ-
ing about and romanticizing it.

In this analysis, Edward Abbey represents those environmental pagans
who are agnostic about metaphysical questions, but nevertheless believe
that the natural world is ultimately valuable, and use metaphors of the
sacred to convey spiritual experiences and perceptions. Writing in Desert
Solitaire about his experiences during a mid-1950s stint as a ranger at
Utah's Arches National Park, Abbey immediately struck a chord with
many conservationists. Abbey considered desert landscapes, not moun-
tains, to be the most holy, the most capable of fostering proper spiritual
perception, but he shared Muir's contempt for tourists as agents of pollu-
tion, ridiculing their dependence on cars and other modern conveniences
such as roads and "comfort stations." Like Muir, Abbey viewed citified
humans as both perpetrators and victims of industrial culture—with a
consequently flawed human character. "Mechanized tourism at once
the consumers, the raw material and the victims of Industrial Tourism,"53

Abbey paled for revent behavior in America's National Parks: "We have
agreed not to drive our automobiles into cathedrals, concert halls, art museums... and the other sanctuaries of our culture; we should treat our national parks with the same deference, for they, too, are holy places. Also like Muir, Abbey appropriated Eden as a metaphor to convey the sacredness of wilderness landscapes. "I saw only part of it," Abbey reminisced, reflecting on the canyon drowned behind Arizona's massive Glen Canyon dam, "but enough to realize that here was an Eden, a portion of the earth's original paradise. To grasp the nature of the crime that was committed, imagine the Taj Mahal or Chartres Cathedral buried in mud until only the spires remain visible." 

For Abbey as for Muir, it was the ability of wilderness places to convey spiritual truth that revealed their sacrality. Their wilderness epiphanies led to strikingly similar perceptions, a relativized sense of self, a recognition of one's place as embedded in all reality, and the experience and affirmation of the intrinsic value of all Earth entities. Abbey, for example, told of a wilderness epiphany when, during an extended stay in the remote canyons of Arizona's Havasupai Indian Reservation, the boundaries blurred between himself and all else:

I went native and dreamed away days on the shore of the pool under the waterfall, wandered naked as Adam under the cottonwoods, inspecting my cactus gardens. The days became wild, strange, ambiguous—a sinister element pervaded the flow of time. I lived narcotic hours in which like the Taoist Chang-te I worried about butterflies and who was dreaming what... I slipped by degrees into lunacy, me and the moon, and lost to a certain extent the power to distinguish between what was and was not myself: looking at my hand I would see a leaf trembling on a branch.

Abbey knew he was not unique, mentioning several books whose spiritualities are based on desert experiences, including Joseph Wood Krutch's pantheistic classic, The Voice of the Desert. All this Abbey led to wonder, 

What is the peculiar quality or character of the desert that distinguishes it, in spiritual appeal, from other forms of landscape? The restless sea, the towering mountains, the silent desert—what do they have in common? and what are the essential differences? Grandeur, color, spaciousness, the power of the ancient and elemental, that which lies beyond the ability of man to wholly grasp or utilize, these qualities all share this threefold element. In each of them is the sense of something ultimate, with mountains exemplifying the brute force of natural processes [but]... what does the desert say? 

The desert says nothing. Completely passive, acted upon but never acting, the desert lies there like the bare skeleton of Being, spare, spare, austere, utterly worthless, inviting not love but contemplation. In its simplicity and order it [rejects the idea that] only the human is... significant or even... real.

Thus the desert is sacred because no place has greater power to evoke a proper spiritual understanding of one's place in the universe. Abbey concludes from his desert-inspired perception of human insignificance, that an authentic death is dying and being eaten by other living entities. A proper death is one final means of being absorbed into the entire universe. This idea seems to have been inspired by poet Robinson Jeffers, who was once temporarily mistaken for a vulture by a vulture: I had walked since dawn and lay down to rest on a bare hillside Above the ocean. I saw through half-shut eyelids a vulture wheeling high up in heaven, And presently it passed again, but lower and nearer, its orbit narrowing. I understood then That I was under inspection. I lay death-still and heard the flight feathers Whistle above me and make their circle and come nearer... how beautiful he looked, gliding down On those great sails, how beautiful he looked, veering away in the sea light over the precipice. I tell you solemnly That I was sorry to have disappointed him. To be eaten by that beak and become part of him, to share those wings and those eyes—

What a sublime end of one's body, what an enshrinement, what a life after death.

Abbey's reflections on death are reminiscent of Jeffers, whom he admired; an authentic death is one accompanied by life-elongating technology, when the body is left unpolluted by poisons so that it can properly reunite with and nurture the earth. Reflecting on a tourist who died alone in the desert, Abbey mused, 

be had good luck—I envy him the manner of his going: to die alone, on a rock under the sun at the brink of the unknown, like a wolf, like a great bird, seems to me very good fortune indeed. To die in the open, under the sky, far from the insolent interference of leech and priest, before this desert vastness opening like a window onto eternity—that surely was an over-delighting stroke of good luck... (Today), I think of the dead stars under the universe on the edge of the world, seeing him as the vulture would have seen him, far below and from a great distance. And I see myself through those cruel eyes... I told myself sinking into the landscape, fixed in place like a stone, like a tree, a small motionless shape of vague outline,
generally pessimistic about humans, Abbey thought that Americans were becoming "an increasingly pagan and hedonistic people [thank God!]" and asserted that "we are learning finally that the forests and mountains and desert canyons are holier than our churches. Therefore let us behave accordingly." His hope was based in an ecological resistance movement that emerged in the 1950s, experimenting with tactics such as pulling up survey stakes and destroying advertising billboards. While on patrol in the Park he would sometimes find people with whom he could share "rumors from the underground where whatever hope we still have must be found."

Indeed, wilderness was both means and end in Abbey's eschatological hopes, prerequisite to liberty, because it provides excellent guerrilla habitats, and also the ultimate end after the anticipated collapse of industrial society. Industrial collapse, Abbey hoped, would lead to the coming restoration of higher civilization [characterized by] scattered human populations modest in number that live by fishing, hunting, food-gathering, small-scale farming and ranching, that assemble once a year in the ruins of abandoned cities for great festivals of moral, spiritual, artistic and intellectual renewal—a people for whom wilderness is not a playground but their natural and native home.

Despite his frequent allusions to the desert as a sacred place, Abbey remained agnostic about ultimate metaphysical questions. In Desert Sali-tate, when marveling at a favorite desert landscape, he wondered:

"Is this at last Joes Del? There are enough cathedrals and temples and altars here for a Hindu pantheon of deities. Each time I look up at one of the secretive little side canyons I half expect to see ... the leafy god ... a rainbow-colored corona of blazing light, pure spirit, pure being ... about to speak my name."

If man's imagination were not so weak, so easily tired, if his capacity for wonder not so limited, he would abandon forever such fancies of the supernatural. He would learn to perceive in water, leaves, and silence more than sufficient of the absolute and marvellous, more than enough to console him for the loss of ancient dreams.

And in his farewell preface to the same volume, written while he was aware he would soon die, he urged his readers to eschew metaphysical preoccupations, addressing those who complain that Desert Solitaire does not reveal the patterns of unifying relationships that many believe to be the true and underlying reality of existence, I can only reply that I am content with surfaces, with appearances. I know nothing about under-
lying reality, having never encountered any. I've looked and I've looked, tried fasting, drugs, meditation, religious experience, even self-mortification, but have never been able to reach a deeper, more spiritual reality than the lizard on a rock, a hawk in the sky, a dead pig in the sunshine. Appearance is reality, I say, and more than most of us deserve. You whine and whimper for immortality beyond space-time? Come home for God's sake, and enjoy this glorious Earth of yours while you can.

I throw metaphysics to the dog. I never heard a mountain lion bawling over the fate of his soul.

Abbey believed that one can be unconcerned about metaphysics, but still perceive and act on the perception that wilderness places are sacred. For him, as for his Earth First! character/alter-ego Hayduke in the Monkeywrench Gang and Hayduke Lives, ecstasy is the ultimate act of reconstruction. The slogan "We stand for what we stand on" simply expresses Abbey's material brand of nature spirituality. He believes that one can know that the desert and other wild places are sacred—and that honor requires one to defend them—without speculating about why this is true.

Veneration and Gary Snyder's Labeling of Turtle Island

In Pueblo societies a kind of ultimate democracy is practiced. Plants and animals are also people, and throughout rituals and dances, are given a place in the political discussions of the humans. They are "represented." On Hopi and Navajo land, at Black Mesa, the cancer [of industrial civilization] is eating away at the heart of Mother Earth in the form of strip mining...to provide electricity for Los Angeles. The defense of Black Mesa is being sustained by traditional Indians, young Indian militantes, and longhairs [hippies]. Black Mesa...is sacred territory. To hear her voice is to give up the European word "America" and accept the new-old name for the continent, "Turtle Island."

Calling this place "America" is to name it after a stranger. "Turtle Island" is the name given this continent by Native Americans based on creation mythology. The United States, Canada, Mexico, are positing political entities, they have their legitimacies...but they will lose their mandate if they continue to abuse the land.

For a people of an old culture, all their mutually owned territory holds numinous life and spirit. Certain places are perceived to be of high spiritual density because of plant or animal habitat intensities, or associations with legend, or connections with human economic activity, or because of geomorphological anomaly, or some combination of qualities. These places are gates through which one can—it would be said—more easily be touched by a larger-than-human, larger-than-personal view...

The temples of our hemispheres [are]...the planet's remaining wildness areas. When we enter them on foot we can sense the kami or [Maudu] ikaztari are still in force there. —Gary Snyder

Gary Snyder emerged as an important counterculture figure during the 1960s "beat" literary movement, when a group of poets and writers, often inspired by various religions originating in the Far East, posed a fundamental challenge to the dominant values of the post-war generation. Raised in the Pacific Northwest, and influenced both by a love for the woods and by an early dose of anti-industrial "woolly" fore, Snyder left San Francisco in 1955, spending twelve years studying Zen Buddhism and taking vows as a Zen monk. He introduced anti-anthropocentric ideas through his poetry into the "beat" counterculture, and eventually played a major role in promoting the counterculture's appreciation of and experimentation with communal forms of living beginning in the 1960s. But it may be in his role in promoting the counterculture, which in turn became the breeding grounds for the radical environmental movement, that his most lasting impact will be felt.

America is a sacred place to Snyder—whose Turtle Island won the Pulitzer prize for poetry in 1975—especially its wilderness areas and places inhabited by Indians and others who practice "the old ways" ["nature based" practices including shamanism]. Renaming America Turtle Island is an act of veneration acknowledging the sacrality of the land by linking it to sacred people—those still able to perceive its sacred voices and live respectfully upon it. Such renaming is simultaneously an act of subversion, questioning or repudiating any view that links the sacredness of the continent to a presumed beneficent, divine "mission" carried forward by the U.S. nation-state.

The depth of Snyder's subversion is grounded in his animism and concomitant critique of monotheistic nationalism. Recalling that he was a "natural animist" as a child, Snyder asserts that other children are also because, they are "so open to other creatures," so open to a "cosmic" idea that, even today, animism and pantheism are more common than monotheism. Moreover, he adds, monotheistic perceptions should be subverted because historically they promote and benefit from ecologically destructive monotheistic ideologies. Snyder believes that, viewed historically, monotheism and nationalism are unnatural aberrations:

What's not common is the mind-body dualism that begins to come in with monotheism. And the alliance of monotheism with the formation of centralized governance and the national state, that's...unnatural, and statistically in a minority on earth. The [majority of] human experience
has been an experience of animism. Only a small proportion of people on earth have been monotheists.10

In place of monotheistic religious nationalism, Snyder and a few others began developing, during the 1960s, an alternative vision—one infused with eschatological hope, but not always optimism—a utopian eco-political philosophy they labeled bioregionalism. Seeking to replace nation-state governance with an "ecological anarchism" characterized by widespread liberty, mutual aid, and collective self-rule, bioregionalists contend that governance systems should be limited in size to specific ecosystem types.11 Most bioregionalists also believe that by "reinhabiting" and defending a specific region one can eventually discern its sacred voices and learn appropriate lifeways from them.

Such bioregional epistemology, assuming that one must long remain in a place in order to learn the birds, plants, weather, and eventually its sacredness, can be seen when Snyder quotes a Crow Elder, "I think if people stay somewhere long enough—even white people—the spirits will begin to speak to them. It's the power of the spirits coming up from the land. The spirits and the old powers aren't lost, they just need people to be around long enough and the spirits will begin to influence them."12

In bioregional thought, political philosophy, paganism, and ecological resistance converge. Often Snyder has alluded to wilderness epiphanies where animistic experiences of interspecies communication occur, or where one experiences a pantheistic sense that the entire earth is alive and sacred. Recalling in 1968 an earlier experience while working on a trail crew in Yosemite National Park, "I found myself being completely there, having the whole mountain inside of me, and finally [I had] a whole language inside of me that became one with the rocks and with the trees."13 Although reluctant to discuss such experiences specifically for fear of trivializing them, they "bring a profound sense of body-mind joy," he writes, that "as we ... our little selves into the whole mountains-and-rivers mandala universe."14 But private wilderness experiences are not enough, since the natural world is never totally ruined, resistance and restoration are morally obligatory, reconstituting acts.

These convictions lead Snyder to view most extractive industry as destruction demanding resistance. He may have been the first to refer to industrial civilization as a "cancer" on earth. And in his valorizing of the Black Mesa and other ecological resistance movements, Snyder joins Abbey in providing some of the earliest published approval of extralegal ecological resistance. They diverged on the issue of monkey wrenching, however, Abbey enthusiastically endorsed it, while Snyder generally cautions against such practices, warning that its practitioners counterproductively cede the moral high ground and fail to recognize that all extra-legal activism is theater and must play well to the public audience.

Snyder also deviates from Abbey's penchant to decide metaphysical speculation: "the world is nature, and in the long run inevitably wild, because the wild, as the process and essence of nature, is also an ordering of immanence."15 Although he is inspired by transcultural expressions of shamanism as well as animistic and pantheistic religious experiences,
Snyder's primary spiritual home remains Zen Buddhism, partly because he thinks ancient Zen teachings express deep ecological ethics with unprejudiced philosophical sophistication. He calls himself a "Buddhist-Animist." Despite disagreeing about the value of thinking about ultimate metaphysical questions (Abbey once told Snyder that he liked everything in Thoreau's "Four Changes," 'except the Buddhist bullshit'), Snyder and Abbey both believe that wilderness and wildness are essential to a spiritual epistemology capable of fostering a "larger-than-personal" insight. "Only the early Dalai Lamas," Snyder writes approvingly, "recognized that wisdom could come of wildness." This epistemology of wildness is reminiscent of the sense among many environmental pagans that the earthly process of eating and being eaten is sacred. Snyder's own spiritual perceptions parallel Abbey's here: "Countless men and women...have experienced a deep sense of communion and communication with nature and with specific nonhuman beings. Moreover, they often experienced this communion with beings they customarily ate." To acknowledge that each of us at the table will eventually part of the meal is...allowing the sacred to enter and accept the sacral aspect of our shaky temporary personal being." If Jefferson, Abbey, Snyder, and their contemporaries, the vultures serves as metaphor for physical and ultimately spiritual union and reharmonization with all reality.

Snyder has been sympathetic to militant bioregionalists including Earth First! activists (themselves substantially inspired by Abbey). Earth Firsters often discuss bioregional ideas, sometimes considering themselves the bioregional militia! Snyder has also promoted the bioregional strategy known as "watershed organizing," and is considered by many bioregionalists and radical environmentalists to be a movement "elder." Snyder is also responsible for inspiring many within the pagan environmental movement to view and use the arts, especially poetry and song, as a tactic. Poetry and song are among "the few modes of speech that [provide] access to that other yogic or shamanistic view [in which all is one and all is many, and many are all precious]." Indeed, using the arts as a weapon in ecological struggle has become a central strategy within contemporary pagan ecological resistance.

Back to the Pleistocene: The Primitive as Paradise

Snyders almost surely coined the slogan "back to the pleistocene!", subsequently appropriated by Dave Foreman, one of the founders of Earth First! as a rallying cry. Although Snyder later clarified his reflections in this area, speculating that people lived most harmoniously with nature during the Upper Palaeolithic, and although he acknowledges that we cannot go back in time, this nostalgia for an earlier paradise parallels Muir's and Abbey's metaphorical references to Eden as a sacred place. In the last two decades, much debate has occurred within the pagan environmental movement regarding where humans went astray, and how we can live in a way that respects the earth and her creatures. Whatever the diagnosis about what humans did to leave Eden, Muir, Abbey and Snyder all helped set the stage for movements to follow, reembodying and striving to resacralize human attitudes toward it.

Earth First!: Vanguard of the Pagan Environmental Movement Since its founding in 1980, partly due to its high-profile tactics, Earth First! has surged to the forefront of what I am calling the pagan environmental movement. Although characterized by great pluralism, three central convictions are almost universally shared within the movement: [1] The natural world is morally valuable apart from its usefulness to human beings. The various labels for this idea, deep ecology, "biocentrism," or "ecocentric" ethics, underscore the rejection of anthropocentric moral systems, whether theistic or humanistic. Related to this conviction are ubiquitous descriptions of the Earth and her natural processes as sacred, and taboos that we resacralize our perceptions of her. Most Earth Firsters believe industrial agriculture went awry when they abandoned "lifestyle" families, losing the primordial perception that the earth is sacred. [2] We are in the midst of an unprecedented, anthropogenic, extinction crisis. [3] Corporate power prevails in democratic processes from responding adequately to the crisis. Grounded upon these convictions, Earth First! activists have pioneered diverse means of ecological resistance, including illegal tactics such as civil disobedience and ecotage (or monkeywrenching).

The actions of Peg Millet and Mark Davis, described earlier, may seem sensational. Yet similar experiences and sentiments underlie the moral passions of most ecological radicals practicing civil disobedience or ecotage. Such activists view wilderness defense as a sacred vocation, for in wild places yet unfeigned by development, humans can still experience the sacred and discern how to live harmoniously on the planet. Most Earth First! activists believe that today's environmental crises are
rooted in our current spiritual dysfunction—by paving over the earth’s sac-
cred voices we can no longer recognize or learn from the sacrality of Earth.
(Indeed, my own interviews with activists confirm further, that animistic
or pantheistic religious experiences undergird the ecocentrics of nearly all
Earth First! activists.) The defense of wilderness is essential if humans are
to “resacralize” Earth and avert an apocalyptic, global ecological col-
lapse.
Given the heritage of Muir, Abbey, Snyder and others, it is obvious that
Earth Firsters are not expressing new sentiments when they rage against
human despoliation of nature—but they have extended that outrage to an
increasing number of human activities. I cannot detail every form of earth
defilement perceived by Earth Firsters nor enumerate each consecrating
response, but an overview of typical Earth First! perceptions of and re-
sponses to the destruction of nature is possible. I will follow this with a
more detailed discussion of the battle over efforts to build telescopes on
Mount Graham, a site in Arizona considered sacred, in differing but re-
lated ways, by Earth Firsters and many Native Americans.
Perceiving the Sacrality and Desecration of Earth
Earth Firsters perceive many forms of human-caused defilement, in-
cluding commercial developments (and the accompanying pavement),
most forms of tourism (following Abbey, especially industrial tourism in-
cluding developed campgrounds involving habitat destruction); human ef-
forts to “manage” nature [by replacing natural, biodiverse forests with tree
farms, for example], and suppressing fires [deterring sacred natural pro-
cesses]. Also degrading is the pollution of land, water, and sky [including
aviation vapor trails] and flush toilets (robbing earth of sacred, regenerating
compost). Indeed for most Earth Firsters, few corners of modern society
have not profaned Sacred Earth, from the laboratories of vivisectsionists to
zoos and aquatic parks.
The human enclosure and privatization of land escalating with the
emergence of industrial societies is often thought of as the central, arro-
gnant, desecrating crime. One reason enclosures are abominating acts is
that they destroy the earth’s sacred peoples—those indigenous “nature
peoples” who know how to live in a way that recognizes and venerates
Sacred Earth. (Several groups led by Earth Firsters include “Sacred Earth”
in their organization titles or charters.)
Earth Firsters generally share the conviction of their predecessor pre-
servationists, that the defilement of earth is exacerbated by the defilement
of wild animals by humans, who breed into oblivion the wilderness and fre-
dom originally inherent in all creatures.
Of course, sacred and profane animals are not new in the history of
religion. What is novel is the suggestion that domestication profanes sa-
cred animals. Earth Firsters, for example, share Muir’s contempt for do-

desticated sheep, sometimes quoting his description of them as “beoved
locusts.” In an interesting contemporary innovation, Earth Firsters act on
their analysis of the process of desecration with ecological science.
Domestic sheep defile land (by overgrazing and displacing authentic, wild
creatures), water (by polluting it with their excrement), and sky (by belch-
ing and farting enormous amounts of ultimately nonbiodegradable green-
house gases).
Consequently, many Earth Firsters wish to purify sacred places of
unauthentic domestic animals. Some even suggest that domestic cattle and
sheep should be clandestinely shot or poisoned. Reports of such incidents
have been increasing in the Western U.S. Sacred places also need to be
purified of human despoilers, whether developer, government lackey, off-
road vehicle fanatic, religious fundamentalist pro-natalist breeders, or

eager immigrants lustful after unsustainable consumer lifestyles.

From Perception to Reconsecration: Responding to the Desecration of
Earth
Awareness of this part of the radical environmental worldview explains
why generation and consecration takes many forms, including rituals of
resistance such as political protests, civil disobedience, ecocide, and elec-
toral politics; rituals of healing designed to purify the earth from human
defilement (e.g., through ecological reseablation projects) and human con-
siousness from delusions of separation (e.g., through meditative work-
shops); and rituals of worship such as neopagan ritual circles at Earth First!
gatherings.
Much creative energy goes into such ritualizing. A ritual process known
as the “Council of All Beings” provides a context where devotees grieve
for the loss of wild creatures and seek empowerment from them for ecological
struggles. Since at least 1966 the liturgical ritualizing unfolding at Earth
First! wilderness gatherings has been designed to foster group cohesive-
ness (one night, for example, is devoted to the “tribal unity dance”), and to
deepen these activists’ spiritual connections with nature.
One form of ritual worship that particularly illustrates the present
concerns of Earth First! are “road shows.” These events typically weave ecol-
At every Earth First! rendezvous, different groups lobby to host the next year’s Earth First! gathering. The lobbying typically centers around arguments about which wilderness is the most pristine and threatened, and thus worthy of pilgrimage and defense. In 1992 several groups made impassioned pleas, arguing that their preferred place was the most biologically diverse, with the most fragile ecosystem, had many unique species, and represented a crucial, precedent-setting battle. (The arguments became so repetitious that several advocates humorously recited this litany of claims as a prologue before advancing their specific cases.) The decisive factor in the group’s decision turned out to be whether people they considered sacred—namely North American Indians with their nature-based religions—were also impelled and whether the campaign could promote a desired alliance with them.

Earth First! chose to meet during the summer of 1993 in eastern Arizona where, since the mid-1980s, environmentalists and Earth Firsters had been fighting plans by astronomers at the University of Arizona and other cooperating research institutions, including the Vatican Observatory, to construct the Mount Graham International Observatory, a complex of advanced technology telescopes. (The Vatican astronomers moved to Arizona in the early 1980s in order to flee Rome’s light pollution.) As the battle unfolded, it increasingly had been characterized by an environmentalist alliance with traditional Apache Indians who considered the peak sacred and viewed the observatory project as a threat to their freedom of religious practice. Predictably, there were religious tensions between this resistance and the Vatican’s proponents of the telescope project.

The Mount Graham controversy provides what may prove to be an archetypal example of conflicts over American sacred space tangled with environmental disputes. The central characteristics of this controversy can be quickly summarized. Earth Firsters view Mount Graham as sacred because it is a special, ecologically fragile, “sacred island ecosystem” (according to Earth First! movement tabloids) that since the last Ice Age has been isolated biologically by the surrounding desert. Consequently, it provides habitat for several unique species of flora and fauna that evolved only there, including the Mount Graham red squirrel.
Earth Firsters generally wish to support indigenous nature peoples wherever they are found, believing they provide the remnant of human knowledge and spirituality needed for the rehumanization of humans and sacred natural processes. Consequently, Earth Firsters also view Mount Graham as sacred in deference to traditional Apache who also venerate the mountain and oppose the telescopes. Various Apache believe that the mountain is the chief (or one) among four (or two) sacred mountains, is an important pilgrimage site, a secret burial site for their medicine people, the home of important spiritual beings (sometimes called the Gaazin, Lighightning People or Crown Dancers) to whom they pray for life giving water, and the locus of sacred plants essential to the practice of their healing arts.**99** Apache opponents fear the telescopes will block their prayers to the creator, which travel to the heavens via Mount Graham.**100**

Resistence to the Mount Graham telescopes began when both pagan and mainstream environmentalists declared that it would contribute to the extinction of the endangered red squirrel. About the time the prospects for this strategy declined, traditional Apache came forward with their claims about Mount Graham’s sacredness. Environmentalists quickly championed these assertions, partly as a strategy to open a second front in the battle, but also out of sympathy for the nature spirituality and cultural integrity of the Apache. By the early 1990s the two strategies had merged into complementary expressions of the sacredness of the mountain, well encapsulated in the heading of a publicity flyer: “Mt. Graham—Sacred Mountain, Sacred Ecosystem.”

The beginning of the resistance can be traced back to mid-1985 with the formation of the Coalition for the Preservation of Mount Graham. A year later $30,000 of equipment was stolen from the University of Arizona’s Steward Observatory on Mount Graham’s High Peak. In 1987 a civil disobedience campaign began with the arrest of Earth Firsters blocking road construction for the project. On 12 August 1988, Dave Foreman vowed that, if built, the telescopes would be destroyed. In another act of defiance, on 5 May 1989, microwave dishes and telescope housing were sabotaged at the University of Arizona in Tucson.

In November 1989, however, when Congress passed the telescope-sympathetic Arizona-Idaho Conservation Act, the University of Arizona gained permission to construct three telescopes immediately through an exemption from federal environmental laws. A second phase would include four more, if the red squirrel population did not decline as a result of the first phase.**101** By September 1993 the first two telescopes, including the Vatican observatory, had been completed, and it appeared that the act was the deathknell to the environmental strategy against the observatory complex.**102**

Much of the environmentally based opposition to the project has been based on the perception, often not articulated for strategic reasons, that Mount Graham is a sacred wilderness ecosystem. About the time of the enabling legislation and the waning of hope that ecological contumacities would thwart the telescopes, an opposition explicitly based on the sacredness of the mountain reanimated the controversy.

This phase of the opposition was fueled by several letters sent in January 1987 to the United States Forest Service during the National Environmental Policy Act comment period. The authors claimed that Mount Graham was sacred to the Apache; one suggested that Mount Graham was currently utilized by the San Carlos Apache for religious purposes. But these claims were largely unacknowledged until 4 October 1989, when Ola Cassadore Davis, the great-granddaughter of Apache Chief Cassadore, went public in the Tucson Citizen protesting the scopes as a desecration. Environmentalists soon established a coalition with Davis and other Apache spiritual leaders who shared Davis’s perceptions, forming the Apache Survival Coalition in May 1990.

Soon the Coalition had presented its claims to a congressional oversight committee dealing with Mount Graham and secured a 10 July 1990 resolution by the San Carlos Apache Tribal Council asserting that “for generations our elders have instructed us on the sacredness of Dzil nehiaa si an [Big Seated Mountain, aka Mount Graham],” labeling the project “a display of profound disrespect” and proclaiming “firm and total opposition to the construction of a telescope.”**103** About a year later, in a 6 June 1991 letter signed by all nine members, the Tribal Council threatened the Forest Service with a lawsuit for violating several federal environmental and religious freedom laws. Shortly afterward (on 19 August 1991) the coalition filed a lawsuit versus the U.S. Government and its Forest Service for permitting the telescopes; the University of Arizona joined the lawsuit to gain standing to defend their interests. The Tribal Council reaffirmed its support for the Coalition’s legal effort on 20 December 1991.**104** Also, during 1990 and 1991 several letters were written to U.S. government agencies by prominent Apaches protesting the desecration of Mount Graham,**105** and a variety of Native American tribal associations and solidarity groups in the U.S. and Europe went on record opposing the telescopes.**106** Meanwhile, direct action by Earth First! activists and other environmentalists against
the road building and site preparation, and civil disobedience at the University of Arizona, led to increasing numbers of arrests and substantial regional awareness regarding the controversy.

Although the resistance had gained momentum during the early 1990s, telescope opponents suffered a major setback in September 1993, when the San Carlos Apache Tribal Council, in a 4-4 vote that Council Chair Harrison Talpas refused to break, withdrew its opposition to the telescopes (Salerno 1993). Moreover, by this date, prospects for a legal victory by either environmentalists or the Apache Survival Coalition appeared remote. Nevertheless, the tenacity of the opposition had created a public relations nightmare for the University of Arizona and the Vatican, who are now seen by many to be insensitive or racist toward Native Americans and their religions. In May 1992, Apache and other U.S. opponents of the telescopes traveled to Europe, winning resolutions opposing the telescopes by many members of the German and Italian parliaments. An audience with the pope that had been scheduled to discuss their concerns was abruptly cancelled, further bolstering accusations of Vatican insensitivity and “bad faith.” On 16 December 1992, Belgian activists pulled a bulldozer up to a Catholic cathedral, symbolically threatening its desecration, protesting by analogy the Vatican’s bulldozing of Apache sacred ground. And on 18 August 1993, in a “sacred run” for Mount Graham, Apache ran from Mount Graham to Tucson to publicize the importance of Mount Graham to their religious traditions.

Negative publicity contributed to the withdrawal of all U.S. participants in the telescope project, including the Smithsonian Institution and several prestigious universities, leaving only the Vatican Observatory, Germany’s Max Planck Institute, and Italy’s Asiatic Observatory as collaborators. Dr. Steve Emerine, spokesperson for the University of Arizona’s Steward Observatory, claimed that it was impossible to have predicted how fierce and relentless the opposition would be. He might not have been so surprised had he recognized that people fight the hardest when defending values or places they consider most sacred.

Proponents of the telescope have done their best to deflect opponents’ accusations. The Vatican and its observatory personnel in particular have been vulnerable to the charge of religious insensitivity. This has been complicated by Pope John Paul II’s pronouncements supporting Native American efforts to preserve their heritage. Such pronouncements have been used by telescope opponents to accuse the Catholic church of hypocrisy. Opponents cite, for example, the name originally given to the third telescope permitted by the enabling legislation, “the Columbus project,” as evidence of Vatican and University of Arizona insensitivity. To diffuse such perceptions, the project was given a simpler, more descriptive label, the “Large Binocular Telescope.”

The Vatican Observatory’s astronomers faced a conundrum. They would either have to withdraw from the project, abandoning professional prestige, years of effort, and probably their sole chance to construct a high-quality (but not unusually powerful) telescope. Or, they would have to reject claims by the coalition and others that they were desecrating the mountain and promoting cultural genocide. The observatory’s response has been led by two Jesuits, George V. Coyne, the observatory’s director, and Charles W. Polzer, curator of ethnography at the Arizona State Museum in Tucson, Arizona. Their strategy has been to insist that they respect Native American religion and to acknowledge that the mountain is considered sacred by some Apache, while denying that there is any “credible evidence” from “authentic Apache” that the telescope project violates Apache religious freedom.

In spite of their efforts to appear sympathetic to those who reverence the mountain, a review of Coyne and Polzer’s defense of the observatory reveals ambivalence and even hostility toward the pagan perceptions animating many of their opponents; these Jesuits reject the conception of sacred space articulated by their opponents.

Coyne and Polzer have argued that there is no historical or archeological evidence proving that the telescopes are incompatible with Apache religious practices: since no shrines were found at the telescope site on Emerald Peak, for example, the project cannot desecrate sacred sites. Moreover, they assert that since an anthropologist who studied the Apache in the 1930s did not mention Mount Graham as a pilgrimage destination, it must not have been an important ceremonial site. They conclude that Apache religious practice is not dependent on physical locations, and that thus the telescope does not threaten Apache religious freedom.

Polzer and Coyne have made these assertions despite their acknowledgment that “the field notes of Grenville Goodwin, archived at the Arizona State Museum” (monumented) that the Apache did revere Mt. Graham.” Coyne argued that “none of the references single out either the summit or the range itself as unique,” insisting that “the Vatican Observatory offers no opposition to the continuance of Apache religious practice or the preservation of Apache religious sites on Mt. Graham.” He goes on to suggest that, not only is there no evidence “Mt. Graham possesses a
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sacred character which precludes responsible and legitimate use of the land," but that "responsible and legitimate use of the land enhances its sacred character."  

Coyne's assertions have been sharply disputed by two contemporary anthropologists specializing in Apache culture, Keith Basso of the University of New Mexico and Elizabeth Brandt of Arizona State University at Tempe. They contend that Coyne and Polier inappropriately exclude or misinterpret the ethnographic evidence, and that both the field notes of Goodwin (who studied the Apache in the 1930s) and contemporary ethnography demonstrate that Mount Graham is vitally important for Apache religion and practice.  

Coyne has gone especially far in his effort to appear sympathetic to Apache religion, virtually adopting his opponents' rhetoric of sacrality, while still insisting that the telescopes will not defile the mountain: "We wish, frankly, to preserve the sacred character of Mount Graham by assuring that public access associated with the Observatory will not contribute to the degradation of the mountain. We are dedicated to assuring that the platform from which we observe the heavens will not become a staging area for the destruction of the earth." Coyne even invited "our Apache brothers and sisters to join [us] in finding the Spirit of the Mountains reflected in the brilliance of the night skies." Such statements seem to concede the sacredness of the mountain, and even to contradict Coyne's monothestic tradition. They also reveal that, underlying much of the controversy, there are irreconcilable conceptions regarding what actually constitutes sacred space.  

Indeed, it is plausible to suggest that for Coyne, outer space is the ultimate sacred space. Space is sacred partly because it is the place where divine mysteries are still being revealed—today through the miracle of astronomical technology. Upon such an premise, astronomy itself assumes the character of a sacred calling. Evidence for this interpretation can be found in Coyne's assertion that the Mount Graham International Observatory will eventually "contribute to both the conservation of the environment and the knowledge of its ultimate origins" as well as fulfill human "curiosity to know whether [the environment] and human civilization came from." The implied goal here is to find God, or at least deepen human understanding of God's creation and character. One might even surmise that the sites of such discovery activity—in this case telescope complexes—like any epiphany site, would also assume a sacred character. It is not surprising that Coyne, whose Catholicism has traditionally located

God outside the biosphere, would still conceive of space, of the heavens, as the ultimate sacred place, nor that the practice of his religion and the deepening of his understanding would supersede in importance the religious practices of a relatively small number of traditional Apache and environmental pagans.  

Other statements illustrate the incompatibility between the worldviews of Coyne and his opponents. Accusing environmentalist "ideologues" of manipulating American Indians into opposing the telescopes, Coyne declared "No mountain is as sacred as a human being and there is no desecration more despicable than the use of a human person for self-serving purposes." Here Coyne's anthropocentrism is clear, quietly grounded in those biblical passages assuming that humans alone are sacred because only they are created in God's image. Certainly such assumptions collide with the pantheistic or animistic perceptions of many pagan environmentalists, and also with the perceptions of those Native Americans who speak of other creatures as kin and reject Chains of Being hierarchies.  

Even more telling are statements in Coyne's "Personal Reflections upon the Nature of Sacred in the Context of Mount Graham International Observatory." He begins, "I have a profound respect for the resolutions of the San Carlos Apache council declaring that Mount Graham is sacred. But when people claim a public place is sacred and deserves protection, he continues, such protection would have "civic effects [and]... they must offer reasonable arguments. To my satisfaction they have not." Coyne next outlines the worldviews of many of his opponents, criticizing those who "claim that the features of our land (nature, if you will)... the earth transcends our existence." The earth has only been around 4.5 billion years, he reasons, and given the life span of the sun, will last only another 5 billion years. "There will come a time when... Nature and the earth... will not be there... They are beautiful... but passing, expressions of the sacred relationship I have with God."  

Coyne clearly believes the earth itself is not really sacred because it is not eternal, at most it can "express" the sacred human-divine relationship. But the earth is not sacred or valuable intrinsically as it is for environmental pagans and traditional Native Americans. Again, Coyne resists the metaphorical holism of his opponents, arguing that "We must distinguish between earth, nature, cultures, and [eternal] human beings." He concludes with words reminiscent of the Inquisition, "As both an environmentalist and a religious person I find that it is precisely the failure to make the distinctions I mention above that has created a kind of environ-
mentalist and a religiosity to which I cannot subscribe and which must be suppressed with all the force that we can muster.

One further statement helps clarify why for Coyne, the evangelical mission of the Church takes precedence over fears of earthly desecrations. Coyne envisions asking extraterrestrials contacted through the sub-millimeter radio frequency technology (built in phase one) if they had "ever experienced something similar to Adam and Eve, in other words, 'original sin'," and "Do you people also know a Jesus who has redeemed you?" A reporter interviewing him concluded that, "The Roman Catholic Church is looking for life in outer space [in order to] spread the Gospel to extraterrestrials." Apparently the sacred calling of the Mount Graham International Observatory extends beyond the quest for epiphanies to a willingness to spread the Gospel's universal message.

Some Catholics have been appalled at the statements by Coyne and Polzer, forming a group they called Catholics for Ethics and Justice to fight the telescopes and persuade the Church to withdraw from the project. Coyne views this group as a naysayer front for the Apache Survival Coalition, accusing them of "stealthy, cowardly, unethical, and unjust" tactics and falsehoods, threatening them with a lawsuit in a 19 May 1992 letter. Their attorney responded by threatening Coyne with a defamation lawsuit.

Communication between adversaries in this conflict has become intensely vitriolic. In one of the ugliest moments in the conflict, Charles Polzer attacked a group that, ironically, shares his monothetic presuppositions. Polzer accused two Phoenix medical doctors, leaders of the mainstream environmentalist opposition to the telescope project, of spearheading a "Jewish Conspiracy" designed to "undermine and to destroy the Catholic Church." One of the two doctors is Lutheran.

A Sacred but Fragile Alliance

If differing perceptions regarding the sacredness of Mount Graham have fueled the conflict between proponents and opponents of the Observatory complex, the perception that the mountain is sacred, shared by most opponents of the project, has not led to unity among the resistance. There remains enough diversity of opinion about Mount Graham's sacredness that internal bickering periodically threatens to undermine the opposition's fragile alliance.

This became apparent shortly after Mount Graham was chosen as the pilgrimage site for the 1993 Earth First! rendezvous. Several close associates of Earth First! founder Dave Foreman expressed dismay that the rendezvous would be on, rather than near, Mount Graham. Fearing that five hundred people would damage the fragile ecosystem, one said with disgust, "they think because they are nature-loving hippies that their shit doesn't stink. If they think the place is sacred, they should stay off the mountain." Jaspar Carlton, founder of the Biodiversity Legal Foundation, an important legal arm of the radical environmental movement, complained: "If it's sacred to the Apache and sacred from an ecological perspective, then it's hypocritical to tramp 500 people through there." Fears that such a gathering would itself desecrate the site were raised at the 1993 site selection meeting. The assembly had been assured that ecologically sensitive places would be avoided, and that Apache elders would be consulted to insure their sacred places were respected.

Despite assurances that the mountain would be respected, several prominent Earth Firsters did not attend the 1993 meeting, and their criti-
Demonstrators at the University of Arizona in July of 1993 protesting the Mt. Graham International Observatory. All photographs © Ron Taylor. Used by permission. All rights reserved.
place, especially if they see drugs and alcohol." A man from the rendezvous committee responded defensively, missing her point, but implicitly responding instead to the criticisms that the rendezvous itself was a hypocrisy, because "We're not desecrating it, we're off the site itself."

A brief digression followed, during which a woman objected to allowing the press to attend evening fire circles. She didn't want them to see the "sacred stuff" that happens in that sacred space-time, likening this to "invading a church." At this point a young American Indian Movement (AIM) activist appealed for abstention from alcohol, articulating two arguments often repeated throughout: drinking is disrespectful to the sacred mountain itself, and it is disrespectful to the indigenous peoples of this continent whose cultures are threatened with assimilation by the dominant European culture. "In our hearts we don't want you to drink," he entreated, "look to your heart. Look to respect these natural places." If your family is into the bottle, you'll respect that by not drinking... You're supposed to be our allies, not our enemies, and you can't be our allies if you don't help us here."

A woman spoke next, asserting that refraining for two days out of the respect for the mountain was not asking too much. Angel responded, "We don't want two days set aside for Indian people, for this sacred mountain."

We should have respect every day, he insisted.

At this point, the debate went back and forth. "As an anarchist," a woman wanted to block the resolution against drinking explained, "I don't want any restrictions. Even if we make restrictions, they will be ignored. Several agreed loudly, clapping and exclaiming "no," ironically using a mode of agreement borrowed from Native American cultures. Passionately, and on the verge of tears, a man expressed his dismay at such sentiments, "There are lots of Native nations watching us. Many won't come here because of the alcohol, because of their fear of losing our reputation about alcohol. We're talking about making an alliance with six million indigenous people in North America!"

This plea did not convince those ideologically opposed to any official position: "We don't want to make laws about this stuff. It should come from the heart." Disagreeing, another voice expressed disbelief at what he was hearing, making a passionate appeal, "We're arguing about whether or not to respect a mountain. What's going on here? Are we going to respect the mountain or no? Or are we going to be butthead?" To this a woman shouted out, "If we disgrace the mountain, we did it by driving here."
Another confessed to feeling bad that she drank alcohol the previous night, "I've prayed and asked the Mountain for forgiveness" she exclaimed, "we can learn a lot from this mountain—and alcohol gets in the way."

To all this another woman replied incredulously, dismissing the notion that the mountain has an opinion, "The mountain doesn't care if we drink or not." Later, when given a chance to respond, another woman claimed that to deny the mountain has a perspective is "a white view," arguing that "we also have people in our tribe hurting themselves with alcohol" and concluding that "out of respect for the mountain we should not drink."

Despite occasional interjections opposing the preference of the majority to pass a resolution against alcohol consumption, the majority relentlessly mounted their case. A Wiccan woman involved in the development of various forms of ritual practice in the movement began by expressing her empathy for those who want to drink, "I come from a Catholic and a pagan perspective. In both, drinking is sacramental." And "normally, I'd be a rebel" against those who want to make rules. "But here, this is some one else's church. It's right for them, in their church, to ask us not to drink. Just as I would ask them not to use tobacco, their sacrament, in many of our pagan ceremonies." She also reminded the assembly that Olga Cassado-Davis, the Apache elder leading the opposition to the telescopes, had requested that each morning and night everyone take a moment alone to listen to the Spirit of this mountain. "If we do that," she suggested to much clapping and more "Heis" "that voice will make the decision for us."

A man who often leads neopagan sweat ceremonies at Earth First! retreats argued similarly. "It seems to me that, despite the fact that the entire Earth is sacred, this place is especially sacred. We must remember why we're here, what our duty is. Respect is not too much to ask." A woman agreed, noting that "We've drawn inspiration from their cultures—it's the least we can do—we're talking about helping them to survive." Another woman argued that there had been too much talking about what "I want, not enough about what's good for the Earth or what's good for the sacred alliance with the Native peoples here." These appeals were greeted with expressions of approval by at least ninety percent of the gathering.

After a dissenter again inveighed against more rules, a long-term AIM activist stepped forward, mentioning how his people have substances like peyote to alter consciousness, but "the bottle symbolizes the destruction of our people. If you want to help the family, you have to be in solidarity" with us in this struggle too, he insisted. He concluded by grounding his antidisdrinking argument in the sacredity of the Mountain, reasoning "If we
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set to respect this mountain you have to respect our bodies that come from it."

Perhaps the turning point came when Dana Lyons, a musician who has been particularly active in promoting the alliance, and who has emerged as a spiritual leader whose role is to focus the tribe on the sacred and their corresponding duties, walked into the center of the circle. This was an unusual move, symbolically asserting his spiritual authority. "With all due respect, we are warriors," he began, pausing for emphasis, "Every society has warriors who are working for the community." This issue can be looked at two ways, he asserted, we can view it simply, like the Indians, "No fucking consensus—its sacred, [pausing again for emphasis], this should be enough." A secondary rationale for not drinking, he continued, is strategic. "We're talking about the most important alliance ever formed to fight for the Earth. At what other rendezvous have we had AIM people here?" he asked rhetorically. Then raising his voice to emphasize his conclusion, "The warrior sometimes must rise above his personal needs for the good of the community." His speech was greeted with the most "Heis" and cheers to occur during the debate.

Shortly thereafter, an AIM activist from Oregon exclaimed, "I don't want to have to go home and report that we spent so much time talking about chemical dependence [and] respect for Native Americans. I want to talk about strategies to make respect for the land happen." Expressing pantheistic and animistic reverence for the land, he made a variety of observations: the tree people, the bird people, are listening, "These peoples have to decide if they want you back..." "Think about, when you're leaning against a tree, you're leaning against a relative..." Come here to promote community, to pray, to understand that its all alive. We love this land so much that we leave it alone. That's why we [Indians] don't hike so much [as white people]."

After a wide-ranging discourse he returned to the central debate. "To be warriors you have to do the [ceremonies] to purify your body. Keep in mind that you are teachers," he urged. "We need powerful minds and spirits to be real warriors... The trees don't need [alcohol, you don't either]." Ominously, he warned them that alcohol jeopardizes the alliance. "I'll oppose you coming to sacred mountains if I know you bring alcohol here." He then offered them hope, describing a vision he has had of Indians and Earth Firsters united in a massive occupation defending a sacred site.

Toward the end of the debate, a well known Earth First! spiritual leader who regularly facilitates the Council of All Beings tried to diffuse the dis-
sensation by stating "Respect is a matter of the heart. It can't really be defined. I don't want people battling over different views of respect." Of course, this is precisely what the entire controversy was about, not only between opponents and proponents of the telescopes, but within the opposition itself. It is difficult to find unity when disputes remain about the nature of the sacred and the concomitant duties toward it.

Eventually the facilitators realized that a consensus could not be achieved (several blocked remained to a resolution "opposing alcohol on the mountain out of respect to the mountain and the native peoples here"). A vote was then taken. Voting is considered a last resort that has become necessary in large part because, it is believed, the movement is disrupted by authorities who purposefully sow discord. The vote made clear that at least ninety percent of the assembly felt strongly that alcohol should be removed out of respect for the sacred mountains and the indigenous nature-people of the region. Through the rest of the rendezvous, although still present, alcohol-fueled revelry was significantly reduced from the level at previous rendezvous.

From Dissension to Resistance

Despite such tensions as the ones described above, most Earth Firsters and Indian activists expected their shared reverence for Mount Graham to unify them in resistance to the observers. Lone Wolf Circles, an Earth First! spiritual leader, expressed the view that both Indians and Earth Firsters were tribes, with differing customs, and that both groups must learn to respect each other's traditions if the alliance were to flourish. Several ritual processes on the mountain served to foster such respect, building solidarity between the two groups.

Several of the Indian activists stayed with Earth First! allies while on the mountain, attending evening fire-circles, which involved diverse forms of movement interwoven with reverent periods of nature-revealing poetry and song. One song that speaks passionately about defending Mother Earth was rewritten to embrace the Apache in their struggle, to its previous chorus "this is our land, this is our home" explaining their willingness to fight to defend it, was added "Apache land, Apache home." At another evening's fire, a carefully planned "metacommunity" ritual was performed, beginning with a ritual leader leading the assembly in chanting the Apache name for Mount Graham, Dziil nchaa si an. [Like Gary Snyder, Earth Firsters often use the Native American names for places as a form of veneration.]

The climax of the rendezvous began when more than a dozen Apache and several Earth First! runners completed an 18 mile "sacred run" up the mountain to the Rendezvous site, carrying sacred eagle feathers that had been blessed by a medicine man. The run was both an astute antitelescope publicity event, and a transforming pilgrimage, as explained by a woman prior to the run, "each footstep is a prayer, an intense spiritual connection with the Earth." Before the arrival of the runners, the sacredness of the event and the ending place was underscored when the assembly was told not to take pictures or audio recordings of the ceremony. After the run, Franklin Stanley, an Apache medicine man, explained that the mountain has "always been a sacred place," and that their medicine men are buried there. He performed a blessing, dusting the assembly with yellow powder (probably corn pollen, which is used in many Native American ceremonies), and gave a long prayer in his native language.

Interestingly, Stanley drew on Christian notions, referring to God and Christ, suggesting that "we're all equal in the eyes of the Supreme Being." Stressing again that "this is holy land," he proudly reminded everyone that his people were the last Indians fighting the U.S. army, then he urged unity for the coming struggle: "We're blossoming again. You [Earth First!] people are too. We're no different. Every people, each of the four colors, are given special powers. When we meet other people, look at their eyes to see if they have respect. We have to teach those who don't have respect. The prophets say that someday we will all sit down together. That time is coming."

Stanley then planted a stick with three sacred Eagle feathers in the earth (the fourth carried on the run would return to the reservation). "You're justified to be here," he told the crowd. "There are visions here. Your fight is critical" and "this union means a lot to us... It's all of our fight to protect Mother Earth."

The demonstrations following the rendezvous also furthered unity between the groups. The Indians seemed moved by the nature-spirituality present at the demonstrations. Before the gate to the telescope construction they sang earth-revealing songs borrowed from North American neopaganism. One such song, "The Earth is Our Mother" had been sung as early as 1969 during blockades on Mount Graham. The song was sung reverently, repeating many times the verses,

The earth is our mother, we must take care of her, the earth is our mother, we must take care of her.
Resacralizing Earth

Mountain, Sacred site, telescopes are not alright. "Squirrels first, Pope last," and displayed signs such as "Mt. Graham - Church," "Cruelly the Pope Scope," and "Pope, come back to earth." After demonstrators occupied the office of the University of Arizona's president, many Earth First! songs were sung, including "the Earth is Our Mother," "Ancient Mother," and another with lyrics reminiscent of Mother's attitude that tourists needed but were not worthy of wilderness: "the Mountain is open to the righteous." Twenty-two people were eventually arrested and dragged out of the administration building by police using eyeocket-pain compliance techniques. Earth Firsters, along with perhaps a dozen Apache and AIM activists, locked arms and sat down in the roadways attempting to block the departing arrests. In a symbolic gesture, the blockade was circumvented as the police drove their vans off-road, crushing the plants adjacent to the blockade.

Despite the shaky start, the rendezvous and the action afterwards had furthered the alliance between the devotees of these two nature religions. It should be noted, however, that the growing alliance depended on previous efforts by Earth Firsters and Indians in various regions. As individuals from these groups become better acquainted, they realize similarities in their spiritual perceptions.

To illustrate this with just one example, a woman calling herself "Sage" was first drawn to Native American spirituality through her interest in the holistic health movement. After connecting with Earth Firsters who shared similar interests, she decided to seek out sage in the traditional way, so that "the spirit would come with the sage." She recalls how the sage spoke to her, calling her to give her own life back to the plants. In a discussion that reminded me of Gary Snyder's reflection on how one "become" nature spirits, she said that when the sage spoke, "You don't hear a voice," but "have a growing awareness. For me, when the awareness came, the sage's body looked beautiful— they were alive to me. I was communicating to them in prayer and I was open to their spirits." As with Snyder, openness is the prerequisite to discerning nature spirits.

She also explained that traditional Gabrielino elders recognize "what's happened between me and the sage. They say the sage called me." Moreover, these elders now vouch for her authenticity, so she has not been harassed by AIM members who sometimes ridicule New Age "wannabes." This is one example where Earth Firsters have gained credibility with spiritually traditional Native Americans by revealing their own connections to nonhuman entities. I have heard many stories from Indian activists.
and spiritual leaders that spiritual insight is a matter of openness, not ethnicity, they also uniformly add that many Indians have been severed from their spirituality. Many such leaders also welcome non-Indian interest in Native American spirituality as a hopeful sign of the prophesied reharmonization of lifeways on Turtle Island.120

Conclusions

Since the days of John Muir, increasing religious pluralism and rising environmental anxiety have provided fertile ground for pagan environmentalism, a small but growing movement that is inspiring an environmental activism increasingly in alliance with Native American activists. The increasing militancy of pagan environmentalists, combined in many quarters with distaste for and fear of such pagan religiousity, is further escalating the intensity of social conflicts surrounding the development of America’s remaining wilderness areas.

Pagan environmentalists generally believe that the entire earth is sacred. Practically speaking, however, it is difficult to act consistently as though this were true. Thus they are forced to prioritize the defense of those areas most important for the preservation of biological diversity [which are usually the most pristine areas] and the places considered sacred by the planet’s remnant native peoples. I have been struck, for example, by how Earth Firsters usually do not hold their gatherings in true wilderness, due to their conviction that they should not subject these holiest of places to the impacts of large numbers of humans. Their gatherings are usually held not in wilderness “holes of holies” but at nearly “tree farms” or clear-cuts created by monocultural forest management practices. [Have the Mount Graham gathering been held in a more obviously desecrated place, discord over the site would have been avoided.]

These gradations of holiness support Childester and Linenbach’s contention in the introduction to this volume that Elizabeth’s distinction between the sacred and the profane has been overdrawn. Field-level observations suggest that such distinctions are often muddy. Indeed, for Earth First! and other environmental pagans, the mundane-ordinary is not opposite to the sacred; the mundane is the sacred.121 It may be that, a significant part of all environmental conflicts boils down to disputes between those who feel that the sacred is beneath their feet and those who think it is above or beyond the world. As we have seen, the political battle over Mt. Graham was fueled by a more fundamental dispute over the location of the sacred.

Did the sacred reside in the earth or sky? Was the sacred ultimately situated in natural space or outer space? Perhaps conflict is not inevitable between those who locate the sacred on earth and those who propose to be beyond this world—but it seems likely. In this case, those like Coyne, who locate the sacred in outer space, had to look to the skies from the earth, this positioned the battle between warriors of earth and sky on contested ground.

Finally, parallels can certainly be found between the dynamics I have described and those found in contests over other sacred places. For example, Linenbach’s description of disputes over American battlefield sites involves processes of veneration, defilement, and redefinition [a term referring to the struggle to maintain control over or to redefine public perceptions about the nature of the sacred and concomitant human obligations] reveals patterns found again in the present analysis. Certainly a good example of redefinition is the attempt by environmental pagans to define the sacred as a landscape “without borders”—namely—to delegitimize nation-states, redefining them as defiling monstrosities. In movement literature the U.S. is often called “America.” Liking the U.S. to a totalitarian regime certainly contradicts an understanding of the U.S. nation-state as an exceptional, American sacred space. Thus environmental paganism erodes religious nationalism. It decenters the national state from the sacred center, repositioning currently marginalized tribal societies to the center of the desired ecological utopia, the future Eden. Environmental paganism thereby wages a sacred battle against the most powerful form of religious sentiment and expression in U.S. culture.

Beyond the struggles related to veneration, defilement, and redefinition, a fourth and fifth dynamic can be discerned in environmental conflicts. Under scrutiny, namely efforts at restoration and reharmonization. Restoration is the act of healing damaged ecosystems, thereby reharmonizing, reenchanting despoiled landscapes, reharmonization involves rescuing humans with the rest of nature in complementary lifeways. Restoration and reharmonization both move beyond the struggle to define or redefine the conception of the sacred; they also raise eschatological questions. How will the desired healing, the restoration, of natural processes come to pass? And how should we envision, build, sustain, and ultimately reharmonize, human lifeways on the planet?

As the heirs of Muir and other pagan preservativists, most of today’s pagan environmentalists believe that, whether through human agency or following human extinction, the original, edenic natural paradise will be
restored. The more optimistic among them still hope that tribes of human nature-people will populate that earthly, sacred place.

Notes

The author gratefully acknowledges the documents' assistance of Dr. Robin Silver and the animist communities on the earlier drafts of this paper by the editors, Matthew Glass, Kenneth Dahl, Lauren Brent, and Ben Crawford.

1. Interview with Joe Millett, San Gabriel Mountains (Southern California), 4 February 1992.


3. When I first met her, as a spring 1991 community meeting in Philo, Ca, she modestly excused herself, in conversational fashion, for "preparing"—namely, a few puffs of marijuana—commenting to talk afterward. Later, she told me that hallucinations have had a decisive role in forming her, and in other Earth First activities, the perception that the entire natural world is interconnected and sacred, many Earth Firsters make similar observations.

4. The letter's authenticity is in doubt. Initially I thought it looked like a difficult-to-lubricate synthesis of Christian fundamentalism and mental illness. American Indian Movement activist Ward Churchill and some Earth Firsters believe, however, that the letter is an FNH base—prompted after similar letters appearing received after subsequent to ablation clinical bombards—designed is cast suspicion away from law enforcement agencies involved in the assassination attempt and/or its cover-up. Whether authentic or a play designed to divert attention from the actual perpetrators, this letter underscores how for some, sacred values are stakes in such environmental conflicts.

5. It is easy to multiply examples of hostility toward environmental pagans. Charles Chestnutt of the pre-development Multiple Use Land Alliance thinks that preservationists are promoting "a new pagan religion, worshiping trees and animals and sacralizing people" and in battles over the forests he envisiones "a holy war between fundamentalist religions" (quotted by Michael Satchell, "Any Color But Green," U.S. News and World Report 13 October 1993: 76). Such sentiments can also be found among millennial conservatives. Alan Chace, for example, criticizes the "mindless pantheism" and "clidean excesses" of radical environmentalists in Flying Over Willowstone (Boston: Monthly Review Press, 1987), ch. 15 and 18, and repeats the new common charge, first articulated by Arnold Toynbee in "The Religious Background of Our Present Environmental Crisis," International Journal of Environmental Studies, 5 (1973) 417-46, and popularized by Lynn White, "The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis," Science, 155 (1967) 1203-07, that by expressing optimism and pantheism, monotheistic religious are responsible for much of the West's desolation and destruction of nature.


7. Violence against all types of environmentalists has been increasing. The Center for Investigative Reporting documented in 1991 104 violent attacks on environmentalists.
19. Ibid., 244-45.
20. Fox, American Conservation Movement, 141.
22. Fox, American Conservation Movement, 43.
23. Ibid., 43, 17-18.
24. Oechsleger correctly argues that, although "in this time it cannot be said that Muir was a pantheist... he was now passing from an orien-
tional theme through a pantheistic zone of transition toward pantheism." Idea of Wild-
derness, 177. Borrowing from Burnham, Oechsleger well defines these terms, ibid., 414, 4-35.
25. Cohen comments that he has been on this summit perhaps twenty times, and "Each day on Cathedral Peak that I remember seems sacred. The world seems to flow above that granite slab in all its wholeness." Pathways Way, 359. Given such sentiments, it is not surprising that Cohen was drawn to Earth First! in the 1980s, and currently retains a qualified sympathy for radical environmentalism.
26. Ibid., 319-360.
27. Ibid., 192.
29. Cohen, Pathways Way, 173-79; compare page 23 and also his discussion of Muir's blurring of the line between domestic and wild animals in his children's stories, pp. 343-50.
31. Ibid., 14.
33. Ibid.
34. Cohen concludes that Muir did not fully develop his view of the logic of sacred animals as wild creatures—especially with regard to predation (American Conserva-
tion Movement, 179-85).
35. Oechsleger correctly notes that "virtually all of Muir's late works [beginning in 1917, during his first summer in the Sierra] manifest [an anti-animalist vision] Idea of Wilderness, 181.
36. Fox, American Conservation Movement, 5.
39. Although largely satisfied with the results of three outings, Muir felt they could also document the wild, even challenging, compelling joke "proflate the Sierra" (quoted in Fox, American Conservation Movement, 205)
40. Many environmentalists would not call themselves preservationists because ecological change is inevitable. Nevertheless, the term can refer to preserving habitats and ecological processes, and this is what I mean by the term.
41. Fox, American Conservation Movement 318; Linda Grube, Wilderness in Be-
43. Fox, American Conservation Movement, 366.
44. Grube, Wilderness As Sacred Space, 26, 81.
Recalculating Earth

Gary Snyder, letter to author, 29 December 1993.

Gary Snyder, Practice, 8.

Gary Snyder calls this process "the real work" and gives a book of interviews this title, Real Work, 5.

Snyder, Old WAYS, 13-14. Snyder also is fond of Jefferson's "cultivate" poem (interview).

Snyder, Practice, 19.

Dave Foreman, "Rehabilitation, biocentrism and wild defense" Earth First!, 7 (August 1987). He is also critical of many tendencies within Earth First! which are not relevant to the present analysis.

Snyder, Old WAYS, 15-14.

Taylor, "Evoking the Ecological Self.

Unless references are cited, the material on Earth First! has been gathered by means of interviews and personal observation since 1990.

Ecological sabotage, now abbreviated "ecotage" or "monkey-wrenching" in awesome panegyric, had begun at least as early as the mid-1960s in the southwestern United States, according to Edward Abbey in Desert Solitaire. Abbey's novel The Monkeywrench Gang celebrated the heroism of ecological saboteurs and helped inspire the development of Earth First! ecotage tactics such as "tree spiking" (hamstringing objects into trees to hinder logging), and baldface "decommissioning."
healing. . . The Apache relationship with the mountain includes showing respect to the mountain itself, the things we have discovered in revelation, or that the mountain has given us.”

"The mountain is part of spiritual knowledge that is revealed to us. The mountain gives us life giving plants and healing... Our people go through the mountain, to and through the top of the mountain... There is also very sacred plants on top of the mountain and very, very important trees... The mountain is like a gateway or river and putting the telescopes on top of the mountain is like putting a dam on the river... The conversations would be very distanced because our people would not trust their road to God... God is the Almighty, the 'Ruler of Life.' There are very serious consequences, to us, if we act with disrespect. (Moreover) the 'Ga'adir (spirit beings) live on Mt. Graham. Mt. Graham is one of the most sacred mountains. The mountain is holy. It was holy before any people came, and in the mountain lives a greater spirit... if you take Mt. Graham from us, you will take our culture... If you desire Mt. Graham is like cutting off an arm or a leg of the Apache people.” Declaration of Franklin Stanley Sr. in support of preliminary injunction, Apache Survival Coalition et al. vs. U.S. et al., University of Arizona, Interests, Civ. No. 91-1131-PHX-FWC (31 March 1993).

111. The undated flyer is from "Friends of Mount Graham." (P.O. Box 41139, Tucson, AZ 85717-1333). For strategic purposes, copies of their negative image in many sections, Earth First! activists often form "front" groups with names obscuring their Earth First! roots. Such some groups do not obscure their pagan spiritual sentiments, such as Minnesota’s "Sacred Earth Network.


113. The June 1989 Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund lawsuit against the United States lost when the court ruled that Congress intended to exempt the project from these laws, and has the discretion to do so. However, the University of Arizona, with the approval of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S. Forest Service, decided in 1993 to move the location of the third and most powerful telescope (the Large Binocular Telescope) outside the area permitted by the Act. They then engaged environmentalists by cutting 250 trees from the new site on 27 December 1993, only hours after gaining these approvals. This led to another lawsuit, this time by a coalition of eighteen environmental groups. The lawsuit was filed in December 1994. This lawsuit was heard in September 1994 by the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco, delaying indefinitely the completion of the third (and most important) telescope.

114. While on a 1989 vision quest, David consulted a medicine woman on the reservation. "Praying in a wilderness, the traditional Apache shaman, David saw herself dangling off the east side of Mount Graham. A dangling man faced her from the west, his hands joined at the elbows as if to ward off the entire range in the magnificent night sky. She thought the man was white. The medicine woman told her to push on with her opposition to the observatory," quoted by McCarthy. This vision helped inspire the Indian-environmentalist alliance against Mt. Graham.

115. San Carlos Apache Tribal Council resolution opposing Mt. Graham telescopes.

116. The first vote was 4-0, the second 5-0.

117. For example, on 31 August 1990, San Carlos Tribal Council chairperson R. Kitch- eren wrote to the USFS outlining them for violating Apache sacred beliefs, protecting their failure to contact the tribe about the telescope project. (The USFS disputed his claims, claiming that in August 1983 they sent letters to the tribal council about two rock carvins and a shrine found on the mountain, and dismissing the mountain as "nothing like a cultural site." After his dismissal as tribal chief in the middle of 1993 for misuse of tribal funds, Kitcheren reversed himself, claiming Mount Graham was not sacred to the Apache, essentially satisfying in this you the University of Arizona. Bowden, "Friends of Mount Graham, Looking to Build $115 Million Astronomy Complex," Los Angeles Times, 26 July 1994.)


119. The telescope opponents interpreted this as evidence that universities promote of economic and educational assistance enabled opposition within the council. But disputes about the religious significance of Mount Graham among the Apache were nothing new. This was partly due to friction between religiously traditional Apache and those who are not, and also because of significant differences between clans. It was federal action against the Apache that placed different clans in close proximity on reservations, conformity of worldview has not been a characteristic of all the different bands. For details, see Bowden, Declaration on Mt. Graham.

120. The reason cited by the district court for rejecting the ACS’s lawsuit has been the failure of Apache opponents to register their claims at an earlier date, and the ruling that Congress does have the discretion to override their own environmental laws. The ACS appeal was rejected by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court, No. 93-16389, D.C. No. CV94-1530 PHX WJC (8 April 1994). The first two telescopes, including the Veidtarian, were completed in September 1993.


123. Sacred runs from the San Carlos Apache reservation to Mount Graham again protected the devastation of Mount Graham in 1993 and 1994. They included non-In- Indian solidarity activists, see "San Carlos Elder Takes Stand In Front Of Observatory," The Navajo Times (Observer 8 July 1994).

124. This is that in part to increasing public discourse, accompanying the recent 100-year anniversary of Columbus’ journeys, the Apache people’s role in supplanting indigenous Americans.


126. Veterans Observatory proponent Charles W. Polzer, in stark contrast to Gary Snyder, who emphasizes the spiritual value of conserving this community’s Native Island, refers to the region of southern Arizona, including Mount Graham. The medicine woman told her to push on with her opposition to the observatory, quoted by McCarthy. This vision helped inspire the Indian-environmentalist alliance against Mt. Graham.


129. This is that in part to increasing public discourse, accompanying the recent 100-year anniversary of Columbus’ journeys, the Apache people’s role in supplanting indigenous Americans.

130. Veterans Observatory proponent Charles W. Polzer, in stark contrast to Gary Snyder, who emphasizes the spiritual value of conserving this community’s Native Island, refers to the region of southern Arizona, including Mount Graham. The medicine woman told her to push on with her opposition to the observatory, quoted by McCarthy. This vision helped inspire the Indian-environmentalist alliance against Mt. Graham.


Context of the Mount Graham International Observatory; Czel Gandolfini, Italy (15 May 1992)
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147. Within the Native American pagan environmental communities, "respect" and "dignity" are ubiquitous terms that serve as verbal proxies for a broader, mutually-defined, ideation denoting "veneration," "deference" indicating "deification" or "decentration.


149. This figure is exaggerated. Census figures indicate that about 1.5 million self-identified as Indians in the U.S. live in smaller towns.

150. The remaining "blacks" were anarchists apparently from a "punk" subculture, one of the most vocal expressed a hyperindividualist anarchist that illustrates one extreme boundary of the social philosophies underlying some of those drawn to Earth First! He asserted, "From my worldview this is not a sacred mountain. And there is no connection between horses and respect. Alcohol is fun, it's a good thing." Revealing a naivete that seems absurd for one presumably involved in an extreme form of political activism—that no idea is emotionally preferable to another—he concluded, "I'm against this proposal, it says [that] one view is better than another." Three individuals applauded this sentiment, prompting the facilitators to move toward a vote. [Later that evening two Earth Firsters justified their alcohol consumption by discussing how the Apache traditionally made their own alcohol.]

151. Still, dissolution did imply on the sacred ritual space of the fire-circle at least one ear earlier after this discussion, causing one ritual leader to tell them to "fuck off" as they drove back into the shadows. [The ritual space is defined roughly by the presence of the fire and those around it; more observers, as well as revelers and initiates, are expected to stay outside of this space. This expectation often remains unfulfilled, sometimes intentionally by those who think the ritualists are taking themselves too seriously.]

One common response to complaints about the drinking and partying is that renderers provide the major time each year for this extremely hard-working tribe to cut loose with their tribal family, and have some fun. Sometimes the pressure of being an outlaw group-resisting great powers is cited. Few Earth Firsters appear to be alcoholics, however, perhaps because alcoholism tends to militate against political activism and environmental concerns.

152. Taylor, "Earth First!'s Religious Radicalism."

153. I wish to thank Charles Rothschuld for describing this scene to me, since at this moment I was being denied access to the site by the police.

154. I wish to thank Joan Crawford for this anecdote and for the description of how morning was transformed to rage at the demonstration.


156. For more about the borrowing of Native American spirituality by Earth Firsters and the diverse reactions such borrowing engenders, see Bron Taylor, "Empirical and normative reflections on Deep Ecology's appropriation of Native American spirituality," a paper presented to the North American Religion Section, American Academy of Religion, Washington, D.C., November 1993, author's files.

157. This was stated explicitly in "Midwest Redistricting Upcoming," Midwest Headwaters Earth First! newsletter (August 1993). After directions are given, the gathering site is described: "The forest there has been logged but to recovering, there's plenty of firewood, space for rooms, etc. It is not actually in the Wilderness but is very close. We might not feel too bad about leaving a bit of a trace (unavoidable) in an area already logged than in the designated wilderness."

158. Of course, as we have seen, it is possible for the sacralization of a place to be eroded and even lost. In the cases where Earth First gatherings are held in places of lesser sanctity, at least the potential for renewing the sacredness is subordinated, either symbolically by the pilgrimage itself, or practically, through acts of reification ecologically or political resistance. In the worldviews of most Earth Firsters, if left alone for a long enough time, desecrated places can heal themselves.}

159. Acknowledging that such conceptual disputes are important variables in environmental conflicts should not be mistaken for ideals. This analysis purposefully begs the question of whether material conditions or human conceptualizations have been most decisive in creating today's environment of shared anxiety. For an introduction to such disputes see John Bodley, Anthropology and Contemporary Human Wilderness, 2nd ed. (Mountain View, California: Mayfield, 1983), Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind (Tuttle University Press, 1967), and Osceola Hammer, Love of Wilderness. See also Linscheid, this volume.

160. See Linscheid, this volume.

161. As the 1989 Earth First! rendezvous the U.S. Flag was burned—the ultimate symbol of U.S. religious nationalists and of the U.S. nation as a sacred place. Only a few were present since most disdain modern nation-states.

If it is true that the shopping mall can also be considered a sacred center of the U.S. culture of consumption, as Ira G. Zipp argues in The New Religious Image of Urban America: The Shopping Mall as Ceremonial Center (Westminster, Md.: Christian Classics, 1984), then another effort at desecrating was as Earth Firsters "built in" against shopping in the late 1980s, and plans to disrupt shopping at the Mall of America.

162. A good example of the collision between the two poles of most environmental papers and the purification of religious nationalists can be found in the Greenpeace/Earth First! act of "symbolic guillotine warfare" which desecrated Mount Rushmore, described in this volume by Matthew Glass. [Mount Rushmore is an especially good site for anti-nationalist veneration of the land, since its construction depended on the violent appropriation of the Black Hills from the Lakota.] For the term see Edward T. Linscheid, Sacred Ground: Americans and Their Battlefields (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1991), p. 165.

163. David Chesner reminds us that efforts at rehabilitation provide one of the few universal in religious ethics, Return of Action: Religion and Ethics in a Comparative Perspective (Salem, Calif.: Walden, 1987). Of course the exceptions to the cause and nature of the dis-harmony are very wide, as the proclamations for reformation.

164. Catherine Alberson suggests that "the New Age [spirituality] is a new healing religion and a planetary dimension is intrinsic to that healing." In "The Magical Staff: Quantum Healing and the New Age," in Perspectives on the New Age, ed. R. Lewis and G. J. Melton (State University of New York Press, 1993), 72. This emphasis on planetary healing in the New Age movement parallels the sentiments of many environmental papers. New Agers tend to conceive of this healing in more mystical terms, and environmental papers, in more political terms, although one can find both emphases among devotees of either spiritual subculture."